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The Denominational Paper
By Lourn D. NxwroN
Our beloved and versatile P resident of th e
Southern Baptist Convention , Dr. J . D.
Grey, has written a very able and timely
article on "Th ese Are Basic," referring to
the District Association, the State ·Convention, and the Baptist College, introducing
his thesis with t his paragraph:
"The District Association, the St ate Convent ion, and t he Baptist College are basic
in our Baptist denominational life. What
is done at the local and state level by
our church es through these t hree answers
t he question, 'Whither bound, Southern
Baptists? ' Our solidarity, advance and witness depend very largely upon them."
And how true ! But, President Grey will
agree, I believe, t hat equally basic, and, in
several instances actually t aking precedence
in point of chronology, is the Denominat ional Paper. I rise, therefore , to fraternally and ea rnestly amend President Grey's ·
motion by adding, "And also, the Denominat ional Paper."

For Example
When Luther Rice came back t o America
and beg.a n his crusade to arouse our Bapt ist people t o the importance of Missions,
and the necessity of establishing Baptist
Colleges in which to train preachers and
missionaries, he found himself in need of
a channel of communication and propaganda. Immediately, he urged t he importance of est ablishing Baptist papers in the
states where there were enough Bapt ists t o
form a community.
Jesse Mercer saw ·the wisdom of this proposal, went to Philadelphia and purchased
The Columbian St ar, in 1820, brought the
paper to Georgia and gave it t o the Baptists, and t hus est ablished the first Baptist

State Paper in 1&21, The Christian Index.
The next year the Georgia Baptist Convention was organized, and in 1833 Mercer
University was founded. Adiel Sherwood, one
of the prime movers to establish a Baptist
school, said, "Mr. Mercer provided the essential factor in uniting Georgia Baptists
for effective kingdom service when he gave
us ..The Christian Index."

Essential to Baptist Progress
I submit that the Denominational Paper
is now and has been from the earliest days
of Southern Baptist life an essential factor
in Baptist progress. Every agency, local,
state, and south-wide, must rely upon the
Denominat ional Paper for its contact with
the local church. Once our people are informed , they will respond to the basic plans
through which we advance all the interests
of our beloved denomination.
Mr. G.l adstone was fond of saying, "One
example is worth a thousand arguments,"
and I believe that the Denominational Paper
has demonstrated that it is absolutely essential to sustained progress in our cooperative Baptist life and work. It supports
everything the District Association, State
Convention, Mission Boards, Benevolent Institutions, and Education is trying to accomplish. It informs, enlists, indoctrinates
and inspires the individual yonder in the
local church. It undergirds evangelism, stewardship, and every other phase of our total effort.
Therefore, I beg that we . add the Denominational Paper to President Grey's essential factors in the onward march of
Southern Baptists, and I believe he will be
the first one amongst us to· accept the
amendment.

Ouachita Needs A Million Dollars Now
By J. W. BuCKNER
Great schools become so because of the
interest of their people . Oft'en they continue
great largely because of the interest on the
money these people have given. Jesus t old
us that a man's heart would be where his
treasure was placed. So, if a people put
their cash into a school in such a manner
that it continues to bear fruit financially
for that school, their hearts will always
be there.
Ouachita could very well use a million
dollars now in building, paying current bills,
expanding facilities and in many other very
good ways. However, when that million was
spent, with it would go the interest of those
who gave it . An yway, wh y does a college
h ave to spend every dime it gets? You tell
me ; I have often wondered.
Suppose we give Ouachita a million dollars from a thousand churches and over
200 ;000 members, putting that million in
endowment so that it -will stay only in endowment and draw interest every year for
a thousand years and more. Those who give
tbe :money and those who fill their shoes in
Baptist work will ·continue their interest in
Ouachita forever or until Jesus comes. People do place their hearts where their money
is. Jesus was not mistaken when He said
so. It is inevitable and also wise and good.
There is a college in an adjoining state
into whose endowment fund the Baptists
have just finished placing over $1,000,000.
This school has double the enrolment of
Ouachita witb a physical plant atld a con-

•

•

stituency almost exactly the same as we
have at Ouachita. This endowment has
been secured over a period of years and
definitely according to plan, good, longrange planning. The administration feels
secure and the constituency feels secure and
the students are proud of the sOO.ool.
Moreover, the endowment is now drawing four and one half per cent interest.
We know that as times get worse money is
more valuable and interest is higher. So, in
bad times this million dollars we should ·
give Ouachita will more nearly support the
school, may definitely save it in a time of
serious depression.
D_ur people have the money, some of them
a httle and some a great deal and they
will give the money up 't o and exceeding
a mil!ion ~ we challenge them and keep
our a1ms h1gh and our policies sure. When
we secure the million, the second million
will be much easier to finagle into our
camp, our endowment camp. Perhaps there
ar~ . many people
over our lovely state
wa1tmg now for an opportunity to invest
their surplus funds in sometbing sure. Let
us make Ouachita that sure thing.
This is the sum of what I began to try
to say. Today Ouachita needs a million
dollars in endowment. If today or tomorrow she gets the million, the next day ·or
the day after another million will come
ct_raggin~ along. In the meantime all Baptists Will be becoming more and more
proud of the finest, loveliest, and mo11t q~~
pendable college in Arkansas.

Christian Consecration
A Devotion by the Editor

"And who then is willing to consecrate
his service this day to the Lord."
David had set himself to the task of
building what he called "a house for the
Lord." The plans were drawn, materia,A
were collected, technicians and workmwere engaged, and contributions secured for
the construction . of the temple of God.
We find the King addressing a large assembly of people whom he has called together for a special . announcement and appeal. ·He informs the people about the
building · project and announces his own
personal gifts to the project.
Upon the basis of the needs for completing the undertaking and his own personal
contribution, the King appeals to the people for their voluntary consecration to the
task which lies ahead.
This appeal of David is applicable to
Christian people today. For the lack o!
cons~cration is the greatest hindrance to the
progress of God's cause, whether it be the
building of a temple of worship the building of a program of service o~ the building of a great missionary pr'ogram.
Christian consecration is a personal matter between oneself and his Lord. It ·is only
the warmth and inspiration of the heart
throbs of the Master that can keep a person always willing to consecrate himself
to the Lord. A young lady, on being asked
what was the greatest difficulty in the way
replied
of her leading a Christian life
"myself." No doubt her experien~e is that
of many Christians, though few would be
so frank to admit it.
There is .a noticeable readiness, even aA
eagerness, m a thorough-going ChristiaW
consecration. The consecrated Christian is
not particularly concerned about the kind
of service to be rendered, whether it is to
his liking or not; he is ready for service.
Cfue of the most suggestive emblems I
have ever observed is the seal of the American . Missionary Union. There is an altar·
there is a plow; there is an ox. And under:
neath, this legend is written "Ready for
either." Ready for the plow' to drag the
long and weary furrow; ready for the altar
if thou wouldst lay me there in sacrifice. '
"And who then is willing to consecrate
his service this day to the Lord? Then the
chief of the fathers and princes of the tribes
of Israel, and the captains of thousands
~d of hundreds, with the rulers of the
Kmg's work, offered willingly, and gave for
the service of the house of God . . ."
I Chronicles 29 :5, 6.
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T·h e Lukewarm Church
In Revelation 3:15, 16, Jesus sends this

to the church at Laodicea:
know thy works, thou art neither
hot: I would thou were cold or
so then because thou art lukewarm,
neither cold nor hot, I will spew thee
of my mouth."

cold
hot.
and
out

Like Windshield Wiper
This lukewarmness is marked by the
absence of zeal and enthusiasm. There is
no venturesome spirit, consequently there
are no great thrills or overflowing joys, no
high peaks of experience nor any deep depression. Life is monotonously level, suffering no great jolts or shocks, there are no
flights of the imagination, and no burning desires. Lukewarmness is an insipid ,
tasteless sort of thing that adds no flavor
to life, nor any zest for living, it asks only
to be let alone. It is a sort of "pulpiness
that makes no resistance-a lazy acquiesence" without any practical results.
This lukewarmness means a low spiritual
temperature, a low spiritual vitality. It is
an anemic sort of thing, sterile and nonproductive.
To be lukewarm is to have no compelling
convictions, no fixed loyalties, no definite
objective. The lukewarm are not dependin a crisis, they must be discounted
plans which involve stability and
sureness. When the pinch comes they flinch
and drop out.
A preacher once remarked that he had
noticed when the motor of his car was
pulling hard the windshield wiper stopped.
And he continued, "There are a lot of lukewarm Christians like that, when the church
has a hard pull to make they stop completely." "They are mildly CJ:>.ristian but
not much. No one can accuse them of opposition ," but no one ever saw them excited
about undertaking a great work for God.

. ny

Give Him Fragments
The lukewarm Christians are not characterized by a sacrificial spirit. They don't
propose to give up anything which they
consider essential to their comfort or convenience to do the service of the Lord. If
they can accommodate the Lord without going too far out of their own way they don't
mind much. But don't expect them to sacrifice their time that can be used to their
own personal advantage; don't count on
them sacrificing their personal pleasures to
serve the Lord; don't depend on them
digging deep into tli.eir income for Him.
Oh, they are perfectly willing, in a con& nding waY, to give Him the frag. .ts of their time, crumbs that fall from
the table of their busy schedule, the small
change in their pockets after their personal needs are met. But beyond that they
can't see their way clear to do more.
If the standards of the church must be
maintained, let the burden fall on others;
if the organizo;ations must be manned, let

others fill the positions of responsibility;
if the budget must be increased, let others
pay the bills. It is no concern of theirs that
a great group of consecrated Christian people are giving and living and working and
sacrificing to hold up, in a way worthy
of their Master and Lord, His truth and
ho.liness in the community. Let others do
what they will, but those who are lukewarm toward the interests of Christ's kingdom must look after their own interests
first. They can't afford to become all hot
and bothered about the church program,
or about enlisting the people ·of the community in church and Sunday School attendance. or leading the lost to Christ.
Everybody knows where the church is and
t hey will oome if . they want to.

Smug Complacency
The lukewarm, in their smug complacency,
consider it no affair of theirs that boys
and girls and men and women for whom
Christ died are losing their morals and
their characters. But Christ commands to
go into all the world and preach the gospel, to go into the highways and hedges
and compel them to come in-well, all
that is important only as it gives color
and background to Christian teaching. For,
if the heathen want to worship their idols,
why disturb them, they are satisfied with
their worship. And here at home, there have
always been those who were irreligious, sinful, and depraved, so why g,e t all stirred
up about trying to save them.
The very needs that called Christianity
into being are considered no affair of theirs;
the sins that curse, the evils that mar
and blight, the wickedness that defeats
all virtue, these are no concern of the luke·
warm. The fact that people are lost and dying without God does not stir a responsive
chord, the fact that the gospel will lead
people to God for salvation does not stir
them to activity, the fact that they themselves have the benefits of the gospel because someone else became concerned about
them enough _to teach them and pray for
them and to sacrifice for them, does not
arouse in them any response.
The lukewarm stand a!oof from the swirling current-s of spiritual life and activity.
They content themselves with the still and
stagnant safety of the eddies and coves
that make no pull upon them, · and no demands upon their energies. They risk nothing for Christ who risked everything for
them. They are conservative, they must
see the end from the beginning; they are

re.strained, inhibiting every impulse to shout
for joy; the fire of the soul is only smoldering, they keep it that way lest their
hearts should thaw and melt and be fused
with others in a great enthusiastic undertaking for God.

It Makes Me Sick
They want no landslides in the landscape
of their spiritual lives, they want n o earth-

quakes m their world of spiritual interests,
they want no flashes of lightning in their
spiritual firmament, they want no shadows
across their path of salvation. They may
want varied, interesting, and thrilling experiences in other realms of life, but in
their religion they do not want the unending and monotonous sameness disturbed.
It was the lukewarm church that puzzled
Jesus most. "It ' makes me sick,". He said.
"You just won't get excited about anything,
you take everything for granted. You call
me Lord, Lord, and do not the things that
I say." "This is my body," said Jesus, "I
gave my all for you, and yet you toss me
a few fragments in return."
Jesus said, I offered you the opportunities of sacrifice, the privilege of throwing
your life away _for me, and you ask for comfort. But there are no thrills in comfort.
Comfort as you conceive it neutralizes the
t hriEs of life. I offered you the hardships
of adventure and you ask for ease. But there
is no adventure in ease, ease as you conceive it kills the spirit of adventure. I offered you _a task that would challenge and
use your greatest and best powers, . and
you ask for idleness. But there is no challenge in idleness, idleness dwarfs your powers. I offered you a partnership in building
the Kingdom of God on earth, and you ask
only for a part in the kingdoms of the
world, maintaining stoutly that you will
be satisfied with that.
You have completely reversed the values
of life. You think you are rich because
you have a large store of worldly goods
and no longer have to struggle for a living.
But that is just your trouble, your riches
have robbed you of a worthy_ objective for
which to strive, your abundance has cooled
your ardor, your competence ~ has lessened
your energy, your comfort and ease have left
you soft and flabby, you have looked so intently at that which is near at hand that
you're near sighted, you have developed
an eye trouble that magnifies the lesser
values of material things near at ·hand, but
that causes you to see the greater values
of the Kingdom of God as shrunken and
diminutive.

A Promise
Now Jesus makes an appeal to this lukewarm church: "Behold, I stand at the door
and knock: if any man will hear my voice,
and open the door, I will come in to him,
and sup with him, and he with me." What
a blessed experience of communion He offers--and to anyone who will open the door
of the church to Him, even one member
can admit Jesus into the lile of the church.
Could He be making the same appeal to
our churches today?
Now He flings out the challenge, "To
him that overcometh will I grant to sit with
me in my throne." This is offered not
to him who lolls in slippered and cushioned ease, not to him who has lost the
fire of ardor and the spark of inspiration.
Jt is offered to spirits that are venturesome,
and to lives that are zealous, to men and
to women who are not afraid of hardships,
who are willing to throw themselves into
the swirling current of the on-rushing
stream of God's redeeming grace.
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Little Rock Pastor

Kingdom Progress
First Church, Smackover, Builds

Prel>ton Taylor

Preston Taylor, former pastor at Chidester, has succeeded P. c. Church in the
pastorate of Trinity Church, Little Rock.
Mr. Taylor is a graduate of Ouachita College, and is now a student in Southwestern
Seminary, Fort Worth.
Contract has been let by the First Church,
Smackover, to the C. and B. Construction
Company, Hot Springs, for the construction of a new educational building and
sanctuary.
The new building will be heated by a
central heating system and will be completely air conditioned. It will be. tied on to the
present educational building, and will match
the present structure in material and construction.
The church voted in a business meeting
on Wednesday night, July 18, to adopt an
over-all building program which will provide the new sanctuary and educational

building with administrative offices, library,
kitchen, and banquet room. The new educational building, together with the present one, which was constructed in 1941, will
provide for approximately 750 in Sunday
School, and it is designed for a completely departmentized school with assembly
rooms and class rooms for each department.
The sanctuary will be of masonry construction and colonial design. The educational building will be constructed first so
that space in it may provide a temporary
place for worship while the new sanctuary
is under construction.
The contract calls for an outlay of $160,000.

Paul McMillan Joins Staff
First Church, Searcy

Baptist Hour Heard
By One Million Laymen

First Church, Searcy, W. R. Vestal, pastor, reports that Paul McMillan has been
added to the church staff as associate pastor, and assumed his duties October 1.
Mr. McMillan is a brother to Bob, who
is pastor of First Church, . Judsonia. He is
a native of Waterloo, Iowa. Mr. and Mrs.
McMillan are graduates of Moody Bible
Institute, Chicago. He is a former pastor
of First Church, Springdale.

In connection with the observance of Layman's Day in all Southern Baptist Churches
on Sunday, October 14, the nation-wide
Baptist Hour will have a special broadcast
for its 260 stations. Charles Wellborn's
message, "Men For the Moment," will be
prepared especially for laymen.
Lawson Cooke, secretary of the Southern Baptist Brotherhood, has said that his
organization will have a million men listening to their radios for the special program. Mr. Cooke will offer the opening
prayer on the broadcast.
· Mr. Wellborn will discuss world conditions and problems today, and will tell how
consecrated Christian business men can
help improve things. His message will end
with a challenge · to laymen, and a prayer
that God will give us such men.
Dr. S. F. Lowe, director of the Radio Com-

Deacons Ordained
First Church, Pocahontas, D. C. Bandy,
pastor, ordained the following deacons,
Sunday afternoon, September 30: W. IL
Martin, Arlo Tyer, Charles Baker, Max
Poe, and . William Earl Trammel.
Pastor Bandy served as chairman of the
ordaining council, and Missionary H. W.

Johnston served as clerk. Pastor Bandy
also led the examination and Dr. L. B.
Golden, Corning, delivered the ordinaUon
sermon. M. C. Bennett offered the ordination prayer.
-

-

---<000- - - - -

Bring ye all the tithes into the storehouse. <Malach13:l0),

mission has expressed the hope that the
total audience for this special broadcast
will exceed five million.
- - - -000- - -

Power, charm and beauty are to be found
in the principles of Christian morality, but
no moral code is complete without the inclusion of generosity and tolerance.

McAtee Goes to Immanuel
Fort Smith
Pastor D. c. McAtee, for the past four
years and two months pastor of Second
Church, Pine Bluff, assumed his duties as
the pastor of Immanuel Church, Fort S
Sunday, October 7.
Pastor McAtee is a native of Brownstown
in Sevier County. He is a graduate of
Nashville High School, of Ouachita College,
and the Southwestern Seminary in Fort
Worth.
During his ministry ·with Second Church,
Pine Bluff, 408 persons were received into
the fellowship of the church. The Sunday
School enrolment increased from 351 In
1947 to 574 in 1951; Training Union increased during the same period from 123
to 221. The annual budget of the church
increased from $13,112.84 in 1947 to $23,574.20 in 1951. Gifts to the Cooperative Program increased from $1,30'0 to $6,240. Second Church also gave $1,066 to the Million
Dollar Ouachita Campaign.
Mrs. McAtee is the former Clyta Agee of
Texarkana. She attended Texarkana Junior
College and holds a degree in Library Science from Texas State College for Women.
Denton, Texas. She also attended the seminary in Fort Worth.
The McAtees have one daughter, Marilyn
Ann, age four.

Prosperity Church Prospers
The Prosperity Church, Carey Association,
reports 19 additions to the church
the associational year; 15 received
fession of faith and baptism, and
letter and statement.
N. B. Short served the church as supply pastor during June, July, and August.
He is now a student ·at the Fort Worth
Seminary.
Walter Parks, a student at Ouachita
College, has been called to the pastorate for
full time.
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Birkhead Goes to Crossett

Park Memorial, Houston, · Texas
In Progressive Program
Pastor James T. Draper, son-in-law of
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Keeling, Little Rock,
has been with Park Memorial Church,
Houston, Texas, since May 1.
During this five month period 107 persons
have been received into the fellowship of
the church. The Park Memorial Church has
a membership of 2,750, annual budget of
$80,000, and is planning a building program
for the future.
Pastor Draper was - one of a large number of pastors throughout the South to
engage in a simultaneous crusade in Washington and Oregon, September 9-19. This
crusade was sponsored by the Home Mission Board.

Third Anniversary, Tyler Street
Church, Little Rock

jim Birkhead
Mr. Jim Birkhead has accepted the position of minister of education and music
with First Church, Crossett. He goes to
Crossett from a like position with ·First
Church, West Memphis.
Prior to going to West Memphis, Mr.
Birkhead served as minister of music and
education with First Church, Malvern, and
First Church, Hope.
J. W. Buckner is pastor of the church.

Stewardship Revival .
J . W. Buckner, First Churcl_l, Crossett, assisted Pastor J. Elmer Morgan, First
Church, Cullendale, in a stewardship revival,
September 16-23. Pastor Buckner says, "This
revival was characterized by splendid cooperation and an unusually fine response."

Denney In Revival
At Curtis
Pastor Otis E. Denney, Highland Park
Church, Mt. Pleasant, Texas, assisted Pastor A. W. Upchurch Jr., and the CUrtis
Church in revival services September 16-23.
There were six additions to the church on
profession of faith and baptism, and three
by letter.
Pastor Upchurch says, "Our entire membership has been greatly blessed by Pastor
Denney's preaching."

September 9 marked the third anniversary of Tyler Street Church, Little Rock,
and was designated as Church Loyalty
Sunday. The occasion also marked the third
anniversary of Pastor Felix J. Williams.
During the three year history of the
church 216 members have been received into the fellowship of the church.
The present church building was erected in 1949 and the construction of an
education building is scheduled to begin
within the next few months.
Special programs in all the services -of
the day featured the anniversary. The Sunday School and Training Union joined in
the celebration which received special emphasis in the morning worship service. The
pastor's subject for the service was, "A
Closer Walk With God." There were. eight
additions to the church in the morning
service.

First Church, Fordyce
Receives 177
First Church, Fordyce, has received 177
new members ·during the associational year
just closed; 99 were received on profession
of faith and baptism, 78 by letter.
During the six year ministry of Pastor
J. T. Elliff with the Fordyce church, there
have been a total of 634 members received
into the fellowship of the church, 305 by
baptism and 329 by letter.

Listen to The

t.~BA .TilT
~ BO

Jasper and Boxley Churches
Show Progress
Pastor Wayne D. Gunther did his own
preaching in a revival meeting at First
Church, Jasper, from July 8 to 22. There
were three additions to the church for baptism and nine by letter and statement, making a total of 12 additions to the church
since May 1, . when Mr. Gunther assumed
the pastorate of First Church.
.Ar. Gunther is also pastor of the Wal. . . Grove Church, Boxley. He preached in
revival services at the Walnut Grove Church,
August 6-25. There were seven additions to
the church on profession of faith.
Pastor Gunther reports that capacity
crowds attended these services and further
remarks, "There seems to be a great spiritual awakening both at First Church and
at Walnut Grove, and the Lord is blessing
these fine people in a marvelous way."

New Church Organized
In Big Creek Association
When H. M. Dugger began· his work as
associational missionary in Big Creek Association, January 1, 1950, he found a large
community with a school, a store, and . a
post office, but no religious services of any
kind. He preached his first sermon in the
school house in this community of Saddle
on February 6, 1950. A young woman was
saved. Preaching services were continued
once each month and people continued to
be saved.
In May 1950 the Mammoth Spring Church
began to sponsor a mission at Saddle, with
the pastor, J. H. Mayfield, doing the preaching each sunday afternoon. When Mr. Mayfield resigned the pastorate and a new pastor came on the field, W. A. Moody, the
work was continued and a revival meeting
conducted. On Sunday afternoon, September 23, Pastor Moody and Missionary Dugger led in the organization of a church at
Saddle with 32 charter members, all of
whom had been saved and baptized through
the missionary effort.
The Saadle Missionary Baptist Church
voted to co-operate with Big Creek Associa- .
tion, the Arkansas Baptist State Convention, and the Southern Baptist Convention.
Immediately following the organization of
the church, two new members were received for baptism.
One of the charter members said, "This
church is the first religious organization
of any kind in the Saddle community for
the past fifty years. In 1900 a Methodist
church disbanded and there have been very
few religious services held there since, except for funerals." It seems that Missionary Dugger is the first Baptist preacher
to ever preach in that community.

Immanuel, Pine Bluff
Receives 26
Pastor Howard S. Kolb and the Immanuel Church, Pine Bluff, had the services
of Dr. Ira C. Cole, pastor of the Raleigh
Baptist Church at Memphis, as evangelist
and · Mr. Ira Bledsoe of the Southwestern
Seminary, Fort Worth, as song leader in
revival services September 2 to 12.
There were 26 additions to the church on
profession of faith and baptism, and nine
by letter and one by statement.

Licensed to Preach
Morris Smith ·was licensed to preach by
South Highland Church, Little Rock, on
Sunday morning, _September 23. Mr. Smith
is a student at Ouachita College, Arkadelphia. Ray Branscum is pastor at South
Highland.

Books Received
ADORATION

DATE: October 14

Devotions for persons and group worship.

SPEAKER:
Charles Wellborn

Publisher: Fleming H. Revelle Co.

SUBJECT:

SAND AND STARS
An absorbing story of missionary adven-

"Men for the Moment"

Price $2.00

Author, Virginia Ely

ture in Peru.
Price $2.50

Author: Ruth Stull

Publishers: Fleming H. Revelle Co.
ARKANSAS STATIONS
KELD, El Dorado, Z p. m..
:K:ENA. Mena
)[J)ItS.,

Para.lloaJd. 7: ao p. m..

Kli()A. Siloam Springs, 4:30 p. m..
KOSE, Osceola
KVRC, Arkadelphia

Consult local paper for time.

PREACHING FROM PROPHETIC BOOKS

How to applY their messages to human
needs today.
Author: Andrew W. Blackwood, Price $2.50

Publisl:ier: Abington-Cokesbury Press.
INTERPRETERS

NEEDED

The eternal Gospel and our contemporary society.
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Religious News Service

Priest Fined for Interfering
With Baptists' Mail
Father J. Alfred Roy, parish priest of Ste.
Germaine Boule, Que., was fined $100 on
a charge of interfering with mail addressed
to Regular Baptists over a five-month period.
In addition, Gervaise Begin, 16, who worked part-time in the post office where the
mail was stopped, was given a suspended
sentence for permitting another person to
keep, relay and detain postal circulars.
In passing sentence, Magistrate Felix Allard said the charge was a technical one
since the mail detained cor.sisted of rircu'ars in non-sealed envelopes. There Vtas no
criminal intent, he added.
Father Roy and the girl pleaded guilty
to the charges. Miss Begin is the daughter
of the former postmaster of Ste. Germaine
Boule, William Begin, who has been dismissed for unsatisfactory work. Father Roy
was reported to have admitted burning the
Baptists' mail.
The charges arose when the Rev. Leslie
G. Barnhart, pastor oi the Regui::n· Baptist church at LaSarre, Que., complf.'.ined to
the Post Office Department, Ottawa, that
pamphlets sent to residents of Ste. Germaine
Boule were not reach1ng their cic:::.tination.
Defense Counsel Charles Barbes asked a
suspended sentence for the pall" and Magistrate Allard indicated he ·,vuuld consider the
matter should the Justice Depal'tn;.ent prosecutor. J. J. Martel, of LaSarre, agree t o it.
Mr. Martel said, however, that his instruction from Ottawa was to let the court
use its own discretion.

Malik Praises Work
Of Missionaries
The work of American missionaries abroad
is more important than diplomacy in expressing the desire of the American people
for peace and plenty in the world, Dr.
Charles Malik, minister of Lebanon t o the
United States, told a meeting of churchmen in Washington, D. C.
"Your missionaries constitute the finest
act of American charity abroad," said Dr.
Malik, who also represents Lebanon at the
United Nations.
""The hospitals and schools you have built
are the best evidence you have abroad to
show your concern for the world."
Speaking in feeling terms about the
worldwide struggle between Marxism and
Christianity, Dr. Malik said that the
Church's greatest task must be to continue
supplying "servants of Christ abroad."
By preaching the gospel and getting men
and nations closer together, he suggested,
churches. can bring to bear great indirect
influences on ~he forces which are molding
history.
He expressed the hope that American
churches would encourage understanding ot
the movement for freedom which is sweeping Asiatic nations.
"No man who loves freedom can help but
rejoice at this awakening," he said. "The
people of Asia want the right to live as
dignified human beings. with complete social
and human equality."

Dr . Malik, a prominent Christian layman,
is chairman of the Human Rights Commission of the United Nations. The meeting
which he addressed concluded a three-day
workshop on "The Church Around the
World" sponsored by the Washington Federation of Churches."

Baptists Warn of Threat
To Freedoms
The Baptist Joint Committee on Public
Affairs adopted a resolution warning against
any abridgement of American freedoms
whether by public officials or "self-styled
private vigilantes."
"We urge our people vigorously to oppose
those who would destroy those freedoms by
organized heresy hunts and character assassination," the resolution said.
The committee, which · comprises representatives of four majQr Baptist groups in
the United States, also warned that the
low level of public and private morality, if
unchecked, is a grave threat to American
democracy.
It urged Baptists to re-examine their
own personal attitude toward government
and "their own departures from simple
honesty in everyday living."
In other resolutions, the committee urg.e d
ratification by the United States Senate of
the Japanese peace treaty and the United
Nations Genocide Convention, and expressed renewed concern over imminent plans
for national universal military training.
The committee also deplored the persecution of Christian missionaries in China and
attempts by the Peking Communist government to cut off the Chinese people from
all contact with Christians abroad.
The Baptists called for "a never-ending
cycle of prayer for the Chinese people."

Italian Baptists P·rotest
Ruling on New Churches
A recent ruling by the Italian Ministry
of the Interior concerning the opening of
places of worship was criticized in Rome
by the Italian Baptist Church as a "new
and arbitrary interpretation" of the law
regarding non-Catholic cults in Italy.
Baptist officials said that according to
the ministry's r~g the opening of any
place of worship, however small, must be
authorized by local police authorities.
A statement issued on behalf of the
Baptist Church said it "protests against the
devious interpretation and application of
the above-mentioned law, and calls to the
attention of all freedom-loving Italians the
dangerous and progressing confessionalism
of the Italian government· which annuls the
spirit and the letter of the Constitution."
The Baptist statement requested the Min-

istry of the Interior "promptly to abrogate
its restrictive decision concerning evangelical cults" and to recall to all local authorities "the respect due to religious freedom
in all its manifestations."
--------~~-------

I have lived to thank God that not all
of · qiY prayers have been answered.
- Jean Ingelow

A Boy Scout found an envelope contain·
ing tickets. The envelope bore a name and
address, and the boy, accompanied by his
younger brother, went there at once.
On accepting the tickets, the rig
owner thanked the boy and offered
dollar.
"Sorry, I'm a Scout,"· said the boy. "This
is my good deed for the day."
The man was on the point of returning
t he bill to his wallet when the Scout went
on: "But my little brother here isn't."
Susan Peters read her young son, Tim.
a book about animals and then decided to
test his new knowledge. She asked: "Tell
me, Tim, about some thing,s that are vert
dangerous to get near and have horns."
Tim immediately answered:
"Autoniobiles."
-Q11ote.
That country fellow who is always viSit·
ing New York for the first time was there
again recently, taking in the sights with 1
city friend. After watching the heavy traf·
fic for a while, he said: "You've got a nice
town here, · but it looks to me like yOU
folks was a whole lot behind in your
haulin.'"
-Quote.

Some folk think they are bearing their
cross when they are only putting up wUb
themselves.
-Defender.

Nobody is satisfied with his
if he has to shovel it himself.
Mamma said, "Papa, should I
ior to the zoo tomorrow?"
Absolutely not," said Papa. "If the
wants him, let them crime and get him."
-Capper's Weekly.
"My husband is an efficiency expert In
large office."
"What does an efficiency expert do?"
"Well, if we women did it, they'd call
nagging.''
A New Mexico dude-ranch host
apologizing to his guests for what he
an unusual spell of wind that
saddle shed, blew down numerous
and kept the dudes indoors. His
looked skeptical. Everywhere they went,
said, people always claimed the weather
unusual.
"But this windy spell is unusual,"
ed the leathery-faced rancher. "WhY,
can see- for yourselves it's blown down
that never were blown down before!"
The jury had just brought in a
of acquittal in a murder trial.
The judge frowned, adjusted his robe,
snapped, "What possible reason can
jury have?"
The foreman responded, "Insanity,
Honor."
The judge leaned forward.
you?"
Bride: "I'm
Groom: "Why,
book.''
Bride: "It is:.,
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News From Baptist Press
Protestants Are Meeting
Communist Challenge
Protestants are meeting -the challenge
Communism better than any other Chrisgroup, according to a report of the
tOaiiiiDidttl!le on World Issues presented by
Theron Rankin.
report stated, "The very diversity of
who constitute the Protestant forces
itself a testimony to freedom and
Even with our lack of complete
co-ordination, we are in a more
position to combat Communism
&ban if we were under the necessity of conforming to a pattern and being regimented
bJ an oppressive eccJesiastical heirarchy."
Dr. Rankin, who is the Executive Secretary of the Southern Baptist Convention
Porelgn Mission Board, which has maintained a large number of missionaries in
Cblna. said concerning the Christian situation in China: "The communist control of ·
tbe government of China in its bearing
on the Christian church and missionary
effort is bad. Moreover, on the human level
It does not give promise of being any bet~
ter soon. The freedom of the church to do
Ita distinctively Christian work has been
p-eatly abridged at the point of declaring
Its gospel and the judgment of the gospel
on the whole of life. It is abridged almost
to the point of absolute prohibition with
respect to vital contact with the world
Christian fellowship. Almost all missionaries
have been cut off from both the churches
and the people. Most of them have !eft
China. ~!most all of the others are awaiting
permisswn to leave. Even so, Christians are
not without hope."

Displaced Members Analyzed
By "Baptist_ Program" Survey
~e ~ptist Program,
monthly pastors'
publlcatwn, recently conducted a survey to
~ what Southern
Baptist pastors were
thinking about the displaced member problem. Dr. Paul Wheeler, pastor, Park Street
Church, Columbia, South Carolina, here
analyzes the .answers to the questionnaire.
Dr. W?eeler 1s a member . of the Executive
Comm1ttee of the Southern Convention.
1. Causes stated for the large per cent of
non-resident members:
m Faulty evangelism.
(2) Failure to enlist and indoctrinate
new members.
13) Inactivity· in the home church (before moving from the community).
<4) Lack of a sense of loyalty to Christ
and the local church.
(5) Failure of churches
to encourage
non-resident members to move letters.
(6) Worldliness and indifference.
<7> Lack of proper parental training and
influence.
<Bl Temporary residence.
.
(9) Difficulty some members have in
making adjustment in new church
life.
(10) Desire of home church to hold them.
2. Solutions suggested:
(1)
Higher standard for church membership.
(2) Enlist and indoctrinate all members.
<3) Teach the members the requirement
of the church covenant at this point.
(4) Better co--operation by pastors.
<6l Organization of new churches where
needed.
(6) Systematic plan of visitation of unaffiliated members.
(7) Revision of church roll. Keep accur-

(8)
3.

Observations:
( 1)
(2)

(3)

4.

ate records.
Write non-resident members urging
them to join where they live.
Most pastors are conscious of the
seriousness of the problem.
The majority feel that something
should be done about it.
Very few are taking any definite
steps to solve the problem in addition to their regular church program.

Recommendations:

Keep the seriousness of the problem
before the pastors and churches by
(a) articles in The Baptist Program,
(b) in state papers, (c) tracts, (d)
. posters.
(2)
Definite steps that may be taken
by churches: (a) more consistent effort to enlist and indoctrinate all
members. (b) Impress upon members
the duty of keeping the church covenant relative to this matter. (c)
Wri~e non-resident
members suggestmg that they join a Baptist
church where they live. (d) Write
pastors notifying them of members
moving to their communities. (e)
Consistent visitation of unaffiliated
members of the church community.
(f) Revision of church roll. Keep
accurate records.
(3)
Consideration of the advisability of
having a day or a month in the
calendar of activities when all
churches will be asked to make
special efforts to solve the non-resident membership problem.
(1)

--------~~~-----

Reports Protestant Gains
In Latin European Countries
By Religious News Service
Protestants have made gains in Latin
European countries with the exceptions of
Italy and Sp~in, Dr. John A. Mackay, president of Prmceton Theological Seminary
said in PFinceton, New Jersey.
'
Dr: Mackay reported on a recent trip
to f1ve European countries in which he
surveyed the problems faced by Protestants
in carrying on their religious work. His
trip was made under the auspices of the
International Missionary Council, of which
he is chairman.
In Belgium and France, Dr. Mackay said,
Protestants enjoy full religious freedom and
official protection. This same protection is
given them in Portugal, but there they have
'"relative" freedom, he said. In Italy, he
declared, although Protestants are constitutionally entitled to religious freedom
"they· are merely tolerated." And in Spain'
according to. the theologian, "freedom i~
dead," and Protestants live under "intolerable" conditions.
"The Belgian government believes that
religion, in all its recognized forms, is a
good thing for the people," he said.
For this reason, Dr. - Mackay explained,
"it subsidizes not only the religious activity
of the Roman Catholic Church, to which
the larger proportion of Belgians belong, but
also the religious activities of Protestants
and Jews."
Dr. Mackay reported that there are some
80,'000 Protestants in Belgium, while in the
Belgian Congo there is a Protestant constituency of one and a half million, "the
fruit of missionary activity."
Turning to France, Dr. Mackay described
the country as "a lay state which is not
hostile to religion, but which does not de-

sire to become subject again to any l'eligious hierarchy."
"The French Republic of today is no longer the anti-clerical state which it was in
the early years of the csntury," he said.
As evidence of this trend, he cned the recent action of the French Government m
subsidizing indirtlCLlY the country·s 1:wrnan
Catholic paroc.tua1 schools.
Although there are . only 700,000 Protestants in France, "their influence in t-rench
affairs has been, and continues to be, rar
out of proportion to their number," Dr.
Mackay stated. He added that like nelgmm
Protestants they enjoy the utmost reug10us
freedom.
Catholicism in France, he said, ''is notably liberal in its spirit and point of view."
The 15,000 Protestants in Portugal "enjoy relative freedom and official protection,"
Dr. Mackay reported.
"Protestant Churches can even obtain permission to own property," he said. "Permission to open new places of worship is difficult to obtain, but not impossible. Meetings can be held in any hall without difficulty,"
' In Italy, Dr. Mackay said, "the picture
changes and takes on a sombre hue." He
reported that the 100,000 Protestants there
"live under the severest restrictions in the
exercise of their religious rights."
"It has become virtually impossible for
Italian Protestants . to secure permission to
open new places of worship," he said.
"Meetings held in places which have not
been authorized by the authorities subject
those who conduct them to fines and imprisonment."
In Spain, Dr. Mackay said, he found the
situation "worse than I had imagined.
Freedom was dead. The peace that pre vailed was the peace of the sepulchre."
He said that the "overt persecution"
which marked the early years of the Franco regime "has been transformed into a
subtle, sadistic, inexorable policy of making the social and cultural life of Protestants as intolerable as possible."
"In the expression of their religious life,"
he said, "Spain's 20,000 Protestants are
surrounded with the grim, confining barriers of the ghetto. They may worship in
buildings which they possessed before 'the
Glorious Movement,' as the present regime
calls the new order in Spain. But no external sign can mark a Protestant place of
worship.
"No publicity can be given to the services. No literature can be published by the
congregation. No religi~us gatherings, however small, can take place in private homes .
No authorization can be obtained for the
organization of new congregations or the
establishment of new places of worship.
"Protestants can have no recreational
cl~bs for youth. They can conduct no parochial schools for their own children. They
cannot circulate Bibles or religious literature through the mails. They cannot become
officers in the Army because every officer is obliged to accept the Catholic faith.
"For iike reasons they cannot become
teachers or lawyers, because advancement
in all the professions is contingent upon
courses in Roman Catholic dogma and the
abandonment of every Protestant connec-

tion. Most revolting of all is the fact that
when any person, man or woman who
was baptized a Catholic becomes a P~otes.t
ant, he or she finds it practically im. possible to be civily married by a judge."
(N~nE: . And
Fascist d~ctator
called upon to
co-believers in

our g~emment is financing the
of Sptnn. American taxpayers ore
subsidize the persecution of their
Spain.-EDITOR.)
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7Ae Plahhffl9 c( a
By

BURTON

A leader is seldom a natural. He has to
be developed. Therefore, any leader who
plans to exercise worth in leadership must
grow. A Sunday School superintendent that
had recently been elected was speaking to
his pastor and said, "I'll try for three
months." The pastor immediately told him
that if he were going to try it for three
months only, please not take the post of
responsibility. "You would not have time,"
said the pastor, "to learn the work in three
months. You would not have time to get
into the swing of affairs. You couldn't build
a reservoir of experience within three
months. If you want to make Sunday School
superintendency your life's work for the
Kingdom of God then go into it, otherwise, don't take my time." Fifteen years
later finds that one a useful growing Christian still serving as Sunday School superintendent.
A leader is seldom a natural. He may
have the native traits of leadership but
those native traits will have to be developed.
Development is imperative in leadership.
When the leader stops growing then the
people will stop following. In the planning
of a leader this development comes by three
avenues.
The first avenue is that of observation.
We learn much by observation. We learn
that there are some things which work and
some things which do not work. Occasionally, the church speaks about the pastor

A.
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being away too much. That church little
realizes that every time her pastor is away
he is a student of some other program.
He is learning new methods and he returns
to his church a better leader. He has had
the opportunity to observe. We learn by
observation.
In the second place we learn by experience.
Experience is a costly way of learning
and many times a very discouraging way.
Experience is bound to have some failures
within it. These failures tend to discourage
. and to cause one to step aside, but the
experience teaches us what works and what
doesn't work. Development by experience is
a marvelous thing. A record of long service
in a particular place is certainly enviable,
providing that worker has not grown stale
and in a rut.
A third avenue is that of study.
There is no substitute for study in leadership. When I was a boy and had to go
to the mill I learned that if you wanted to
get anything out at the spout you had to
put something in at the hopper. Those
grains in the hopper were processed by the
mill and either grits or meal came out at
the spout. Study does that for us. It places
grains within the hopper, and then as we
process ideas they become to us valuable
methods of procedure. They become material and resources that we can call up
on a moment's notice. We learn by study.

Nazism, Fascism, Communism
Vs. Christianity
By W. W. :MooRE
Nazism, Fascism, and Communism are
subject to their leaders and flourish for a
time. Christianity deals with things eternal
and of divine origin. Movements of men
come and go. Dynasties, Kingdoms and
Monarchies are subject to the vicissitudes of
time, rest on sifting sands, and under stress
will crumble and fall. Men through the
centuries have pursued every lane of adventure to achieve success and fame; many
have been caught in the avalanche of misguided men. Human termites are eating
away with a doctrine to wreck the foundation of civilization.
Nero fiddled while Rome burned and
he may have all the fire today to satisfy
himself. Rome, who ruled the world with
her close mesh of law, went to a premature
grave. Alexander the Great left for no
man worlds to conquer, and he met defeat with one enemy, death. Greece with
her philosophers and poets became a rusty
mold in the garbage can of history.
Germany with her militarism drove a
hard bargain with her Nazism under- Hitler as her -lord rose high on the stage of
the world, and stood on the pinnacle of

JR.

Judaism with her· opposition to Christianity from Abraham to Calvary is today trembling like an aspen leaf and boiling in her
own oil. China with her Confucianism, has
sold herself for a mess of pottage. By enthroning Communism she has dug her own
grave and will fry in her own fat. Japan
with Shintoism, the rising sun, had her .
bones bleached on the isle of Hiroshima
with the advent of the Atomic Bomb.
Stalin vaunting his power may realize it
is only a dream and will ultimately share
the same fate of Hitler and Mussolini.
The United Kingdom has climbed the
ladder of fame and power through the
Atomic Bomb. We laughed at a man who
said "might makes right," but depending
on this philosophy I'm afraid she will be
caught in the same trap. Implements of
destruction is not the answer. We spent
more money in one year to fortify Europe
than we paid missionaries since Judson went
to Burma 100 years ago.
With the failure of the misguided people
of the earth, putting their faith in wouldbe leaders, a terrific toll has been exacted
from human life and a bankrupt world;
only one institution has survived through

power. While his resting place remains un-

the stress and storm of opposition. Chris-

known, he left his nation an orphan upon
the charitable peoples of the world. Italy
with her Fascism under Mussolini ravished
Ethiopia and stabbed France in the back.
She is a faded flower and a bad actor on
the stage of the world, for she went down
in failure and disgrace. France with her
drinking and reveling met her Waterloo
at the Maginot line.

tianity has stood steadfast and unmovable
and comes to her own. For Christ said, "The
gates of hell shall not prevail against" His
Church. He solved all the perplexing problems that He faced. He conquered every
disease, He triumphed over death and the
grave, and as He ascended back to heaven
He assured His followers He would be
back.

Every church should have leadership clinics
and constantly be on the job to develop
leaders. Deacons should have periods of
study. Training classes for Sunday School
officers, Training Union workers, for the
musical forces and ushers should be held.
Study is imperative.
A planned program is the answer to an
unspoken "wl).at can we do?" It is a
gerous thing to bring people together
out having a plan of operation. I've known
Sunday School parties to break up into
wrong social expressions because no oni had
a plan. I've known Training Union socials
to turn into a dance because the leaders
didn't have a planned program. Unless the
leader furnishes the plan, from whom can
it be expected? The people positively will
pursue planned programs. It is the leader's
job to have the plans. Where there is no
plan the leader perishes. Also the people
perish. The leader is a planner, staying
well ahead of all the work of his people.
He knows what is yet to be done when
an assigned task is completed.
A leader without plans is a machine
without controls!

--------ooo------The Consciousness of The
Presence of God
By G. H. O'DoNNELL
The ancient Hebrew was thoroughly convinced of the fact of God. He believed that
God was the Creator and the Preserver o!
all things. But to him the fact of God Included the consciousness of the presence o!
God. God was not merely a fact-God was
a force at wor~ in the world. God was
present everywhere. "Whither shall I
from His presence? If I seek the
heavens God is there. If I go to the lowest depths, God is there." The ancient Hebrew had a consciousness of the presence
of God.
To the prophets and thinkers of the Old
Testament man's life was founded upon the
fact of God as a force and as a presence
in the lives of men. "The Eternal God Is
thy dwelling place, and underneath are the
everlasting arms." Man was in the world
because God had created man in His own
image and had placed man in the world to
live in the consciousness of the presence o!
God and by the aid of God. The man who
believes that the Eternal God is his dwellingplace and who is persuaded that the
everlasting arms of God are underneath him
to hold him up, to guide, to protect, cannot
be defeated. His life is founded upon the
solid rock and he cannot be shaken.
It is an assurance that is much needed
today. Many unfavorable forces are at work
in our individual lives and in our national
life. The influence of evil men and of de·
structive institutions is very strong and
widespread. Our young people are constantly exposed to these forces that destroy. They are apt to come to take them
for granted as a part of our legitimate
activities . .Let us get back to a consciousness of the presence of God. Let us have
the unshakable faith that the Eternal
is our dwellingplace and that underneath
the everlasting arms. Only the man who
builds his life on the fact of God can be
victorious in the battle between right and
wrong.
- The Baptist Obserccr.
-----0001------

When father, mother and children learn
the nature of their relation to each other,
a family is born.
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This Is My .Life Work
Hy E.

STA!"<LEY WILLIAMSON,

Mini$ter of Education,

Poplar Avenue Baptist Church, Memphis, Tennessee
The call to the Ministry of Religious Education is as important as any call that God
to man, and I am thankful to God
graciousness in giving me the priviof serving Him in the capacity of Minlater of Education in a local church. This
Ia my life work and the possibilities and
potentialities of the field in which I labor
are unlimited. The realization of the highest achievement of which religious education is capable is dependent upon two factors: The philosophy of religious education which you and I have; and the way
that philosophy is expressed in our .spiritual everyday work.

piritual Growth
This is my life work: To grow spiritually.
As a leader of others in spirituaJ. growth it

Ia absolutely necessary that I grow spiritually myself. Not only is the principle of
leadership by example involved, but also
the praatical necessity for my spiritual
growth if I am to lead others who are maturing spiritually.
There are three primary experiences
through which I may grow spiritually! I
must daily study God's Word and talk to
B1m in prayer as an individual. At this
time I take my innermost personal needs
and problems and joys to Him in prayer.
Through meditative concentration I may receive the message He has for me in His
book. In the second place I may grow
spiritually through daily family devotional
A$ a result of this activity there dea loving Christian fellowship in the
which makes possible a wonderful
environment for the working of God'~ will
In family life. I grow spiritually as I participate in corporate worship. As I wait
upon God in His house of worship, inspiration and determination for daily living are
mine.

New Testament Objectives
This is my life work: To lead my church

to accept as its objectives those advocated
bJ the New Testament. The ministry of

education in a local church, is not separate
and distinct from the total ministry of the
church, but it so impregnates everything
the church does that it is impossible to
dlaect it out of its functional position. The
purposes of a New Testament church are
the objectives of the educational program
of that church. The first objective of the
educational ministry is to introduce the lost
Individual to Jesus Christ. Religious education can and must do the introducing, but
a miracle on the part of God saves the lost
Individual when he puts his faith in the
Son of God. The second objective is growth.
Growth is desirable in two ways: The indiYidual should grow spiritually as a result
of the educational processes in the local
church; and the number of individuals to
receive this educational ministry will increase as an adequate and balanced prois maintained.

This is

life work: To train the leadto accomplish the objeetives of the church. Jesus has set a marvelom example as · to the powerful dynamic
which may be properly and effectively
cbanneled through leadership training. He
took twelve uneducated, and rough men,
who bY the normal course of events would
my

.mfp of the church

.have been forgotten a few years after their
:ieath, and through His teaching and training them beg,an a movement which conquered the then known world in little more
than four centuries. Yet to many it seemed
foolish that He invested by far the greater
part of liiS three year earthly ministry in
specializ,~ d training just for them.
Today, religious educators must choose
the course which will pay the most spiritual
dividemls for the advancement of the Master's work. Shall the major appeal be a
popular one to the masses, or shall the
main effort be the less glamorous approach
of leadership training for · the few?
To insure a qualitative educational ministry it is imperative that the Superintendents of the departments in our Sunday
Schools, our Training Union Department
Directors, the leadership of our Brotherhoods and W. M. S. shall receive specific
specialized training for their job opportunities. And this training must be on a continuous basis. The Minister of Education will
either be a supervisor assisting his trained
Superintendents and Directors at special
places of need which only he can fill, or
he will be carrying all of the load he can
possibly shoulder asking them to help in
whatever way they can in their untrained
way.
A weekly teachers and officers meeting .
where those attending are constantly learning how to do their tasks better, plus a
weekly training meeting where Superintendents and Directors are learning how
to accomplish their work in a more effective manner will insure the quality and
quantity and stability of the educational
ministry in the local church.

Maximum Effectiveness
This is my life work: To help Religious
Education attain its correct status and maximum effectiveness. I may do this:
Through continuously improving my conception of the educational ministry and
applying the new ideas in my work. As my
work improves, the field in which I work
will become more and more respected.
Through emphasizing the importance of
the educational principle in church life
others will come to see the absolute necessity for an adequate educational program
and the far reaching results from its
being correctly positionized in church life.
By a balanced emphasis on these two objectives: reaching more individuals; and
leading the individual to grow spiritually.
Religious Education will receive its rightful ·recognition as its leaders maintain their
interest in numerical achievement and with
the same zeal assure a qualitative ministry
throughout the church that leads men and
women, boys and girls to become more
Christlike.
·
By relying only on the highest level of
motivation. One principle of learning is
to begin with people where they are. Everyone who has accepted Christ as their Savior
is capable and desirous of fellowship with
God through worship. This is the highest
level of motivation and· it produces the surest and most .lasting results. The classic
example is Isaiah as he records his experience of worship in Isaiah 6:1-8. The result was a desire to serve which found expression ·in volunteering for whatever task
God had for him. I do not care to compete with this source of motivation by try-

FSA Continues to Make Grants
To Church-Affiliated InstitutioD;s
While the Senate considers the advisabil
ity of making available a substantial gift,
in effect, to various sectarian hospitals in
the District of Columbia, and both Protestants and Catholics take a stance for or
against such legislation, the Federal Security Administration continues to make
grants to churr.h-affiliated and· secular mstitutions in substantial amounts for research on various health projects.
Various "new drugs" used in the treatment of tuberculosis will be evaluated under more than a dozen of some 100 grants
awarded recantly by the National Microbiological Institution of the National Institutes of Health, adjunct of the Federal
Security Administration, it has been announced by Oscar R. Ewing, FSA chief.
Among the grants listed by the agency
are sums for the National Jewish Hospital,
Denver, Colorado; Emory Universit-.Y, Atlanta, Georgia; NorthwesterR University, Chicago; University of Chicago; Tulane University, New Orleans; University of Notre
Dame, South Bend, Indiana; Duke University, Durham, North Carolina; Christ Hospital Institute of Medical Research, Cinciv.nati; and Brown University, Providence,
Rhode Island.
These grants, which in toto amount to
hundreds of thousands of dollars, are among
a total of 102 such subsidies amounting to
$1,088,952 which have been awarded to nonfederal medical scientists by the National
Microbiological Institution with the approval of Dr. Leonard A. Scheele, Surgeon General of the U. S. Public Health Service, on
the recommendatiOn of the National Advisory Health Council.
5

-The Washington Religious Review
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Baptists Who Spurned Gov't Funds
Launch Hospital Addition
Work on the construction of an eightstory addition to the Baptist Hospital in
Winston-Salem, North Carolina, for ·which
Baptists turned down government crants
was officially launched at ground -br.~aki~
ceremonies.
The addition, costing $1,700.,ooo, was
started after Baptist leaders undertook to
raise the additional money themselves. They
rejected government funds as violating the
principle of Church-State separation.
ing to think up a better way. In resorting
to other forms of motivation people are
wrongly trained to depend on man made
devices to urge them to service rather than
seeking God and serving Him because of
loving fellowship with Him. Problems relat~ve to volunteer service in our churches
will become insignificant when the Pastor,
Minister of Education, and Educational
Workers have faith enough to trust in the
worship experience to stimulate the desire
to serve. If effort is slack, examine the
worship program and determine why people are not being led into worship experiences with God. Worship and Work go
hand in hand.
This is my life work, but I feel strongly
that this should also be the life work of
every one who enters this important field
of ministering to the masses through religious education. When it is so, then the
work of religious education will be given
its rightful place in the churches and the
denomination.
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Baptist

NELSON

;Building, Little Rock

MRS. F. E. GoODBAR
President

D. ]. Blaylock
ant: Methodist, Baptist, Missiotaary Baptist, Presbyterian, U. S .
A.; Southern Presbyterian, Associate R e f o r m e d Presbyterian,
Christian, Nazarene, and Seven
Day Adventist. Last year Baptist
women gave a total of $1,129.76.
A larg,e r budget is needed this
year. Kindly send contributions
for this work to Miss Nancy
Cooper, State W. M. U. Treasurer, 209 Baptist Building, Little
Rock.
Mrs. Blaylock, also a musician
and specially trained in this
work, works with her husband.

Miss Manley and Miss Short to Attend
District Meetings
The annual W. M. U. District meetings for 1951 are scheduled
for October 23-November 2. They have been planned to present inspiration and information through the messages of missionary guests
and state workers. Miss Kathleen Manley, missionary-nurse to Nigeria, native of Tennessee, will be in all districts except Northwest.
Miss Jaxie Short of Oklahoma, recently returned from China, will
be guest speaker there. State plans and promotional actiyities will
be presented by Miss Doris DeVault, State Young People's Secretary,
and Miss Nancy Cooper, Executive Secretary and Treasurer of
Woman's Missionary Union.
Check _th~ following schedule for dates and places of meetings.
Attendance wrll mean much to every Baptist woman in Arkansas.
Make it a "must!"
District

Place

First Church, Rogers
First, Fort Smith
Beech Street, Texarkana
First, Crossett
First, conway
First, Forrest City
Walnut Street, Jonesboro
Calvary, Batesville

Date

October
October
October
October
October
October
November
November

State Secretary

Little Rock, Arkansas

News From The Field

Narcotic Education Consultant Chosen

Northwest
West Central
Southwest
Southeast
Central
East Central
Northeast
North Centra.l

TULL,

219 Baptist Building

Miss NANCY CooPER
Executive Secretary and Treasurer
Miss Dorus DEVAULT
Young People's Secretary

Mr. D. J. Blaylock has been
chosen Narcotic Education Consultant and is at work following
six weeks of intensive study at
W. C. T. U. Headquarters in
Evanston, illinois. Mr. Blaylock
is a Baptist, graduate of Southwestern Baptist Seminary, an accomplished musician, and prior
to entering this important field
of education, he served as educational director. Having this
background, he is anxious to
serve through the churches as
well as public schools, when his
schedule p("rmits. He may be contacted through Mrs. W. I. Stout,
1500 Summit, Little Rock.
Of his plans, Mr. Blaylock
writes: "OUr plan for the work
in Arkansas is that of reaching
and helping teachers. (This work
is recognized by the State Department of Education.) We feel
that narcotics education is most
effective in the public school
when it is correlated with health
education, chemistry, biology, history, phYsiology, and psychology.
We believe that the public school
teacher is in a position to do this
work better than anyone else can
do it and it is our purpose to ·
help him make it effective. Our
program began with the summer
schools in Northeastern Arkansas.
We are going first to the counties
which have not been contacted
by the former consultants."
Women of the .following denominations co-operate in employing Mr. Blaylock as consult-

F.

23
24
25
26
30
31
1
2

Many churches throughout the
Southland are planning a wholehearted observance of Layman's
Day, on Sunday, October 14.
Some churches are turning everything but the pulpit over to the
laymen on that day; <even to the
keeping of the nursery D. Laymen are teaching all Sunday
School classes, and are leading
throughout in' the Training Union. In the congregational services. the laymen are filling the
choir, and doing everything but
the preaching. The slogan for
Layman's Day is, you know, "The
Pastor in the Pulpit, and the
Laymen in the Pews."
Layman's Day is observed not
only for the purpose of honoring
the laymen, but also to point the
laymen to their God- given responsibilities and opportunities in
the work of God's Kingdom and
His church.
Layman's Day focusses the attention of the church upon the
work and worth of the laymen;
and at the same time focusses
the thinking, of the laymen upon
the work and worth of their
church and denomination.
Observe Layman's Day in your
church!

Great Brotherhood Meeting
At Fayetteville

A Visit to Ward
The Brotherhood Secretary had
a delightful visit with the newlyorganized Brotherhood at Ward,
where Ernest Baker is the pastor. It was a spiritual experience
to have fellowship with a group
of men whose concept of Broth·
erhood work is that of real op·
portunity to serve the Lord.
Ward is a small town. But the
opportunities for service there are
real, and as great for the individual Christian as can JJe found
anywhere.
A wonderful truth about Chris·
tian service is that whether a
person lives in a small town or
in a big town, in the city or In
the open country, the fields are
white unto harvest all about him.
Opportunities for service are unlimited in every direction. And
God's blessings are upon those
who do His will anywhere-everywhere!
We are praying for the Brotherhood at Ward; and part of
prayer is that Brotherhoods
erywhere shall catch the
of genuine service-joyful service
to their Lord through their
church and denomination.
That's Brotherhood!

Brotherhood Night Will Be

A large group of the men of Observed on November 19
First Church, Fayetteville, gathThe Brotherhood Department
ered in their beautiful new educational building for a Brother- takes pleasure in announcing the
hood meeting on the evening of Brotherhood Night program for
September 20. The Brotherhood Monday evening, November 19,
is reorganizing for the new year, which is the eve of the meeting
and is setting up a program of of the Arkansas Baptist State
work designed to put the power Convention. Brotherhood Night
of consecrated manhood into ev- · will be observed at First Church,
Little Rock, the host church to
erything the church is doing.
the Convention.
Dr. Walter L. Johnson is pasDr. Ralph A. Herring, pastor
tor of the church, and Parker
Rushing is the very efficient of First Baptist Church, Win·
stan-Salem, North Carolina, will
Brotherhood President.
First Church, Fayetteville, is be the main speaker. A great
one of the key churches in Ark- progra;n is being prepared for
ansas. Serving the area of our Brotherhood Nigllt.
great state University, the church
is ~ndeavoring in every way to
measure up to its responsibilities
and opportunitie&. there and
everYWhere. They believe the Bible, and they teach it and preach
DURABLE-strong steel frame
it in all its purity.
We thank God for the influ- ~AF~-can't tip, pinc'h, snag
ence of First Church, Fayette- COMFOitTABLE"-extra-wide
ville, and for Dr. Johnson, the and e:xtra-deep seats. backs
consecrated and capable pastor- rOLD QUICI<LY, quietly, soug\y
~t STYLES-forJJ;led plyan influence which is counting WOOd,
durably IBCQ.ueted ;
mightily for Christ and His pro- or vinyl-plastic upholstercc'
gram now, and shall continue to
Write Dept. 115
count wonderfullY through the
AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
World's Leader In PubHc Seating
years ahead, not ooly in Fay2930 Canton St., Dallas I, Texa~
etteville, but around the world.
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"Christ for the Crisis"

f<eli9icuJ {t/uellticn l:lep111-ttnent
EDGAR WILLIAMSON, Director
212
EoGAR

BAPTIST BuiLDING, LITTLE

WILLIAMsoN

RocK

RALPH

vv. DAVIs

Sunday School Superintendent
Training Union Director
GEoRGE H. HrNK
DALE CoWLING
Associate Stmday School Superintendent
Student Union Secretary
MRs. B. W. NININGER. Church Music Director

Last CallTo Sunday School Convention
Arkansas' annual State Sunday
School Convention will meet with
the First Baptist Church, Jonesboro, October 15-16. The theme
of the convention is, "All the
Word for All
the World." Dr.
Edg.a.r Williamson, State sunday Scho9l Secretary, has
planned a truly magnificent
program and
the program
per s o n ali ties
are among the best that can be
secured.
In the matter of entertainment,
bed Monday night, and breakfast Tuesday morning will be
provided in homes free of charge
to those registering for the convention. Those desiring such entertainment should write Rev.
James Fitzgerald, Walnut Street
Baptist Church, Jonesboro, for
reservations.

Coming Events
October 15-16 -

State Sunday

School Convention, Jonesboro
October 29-State Associationa! Training Union Planning
Meeting, Little Rock
December 10- Training Union
"M" Night
December 30-Student Night at
·Christmas
"When you find a Training
Union that is weak, it is not the
Training Union that is weak, but
the church that is weak in its
training program."

Group Training Schools
For Sunday School Workers
The idea of having Group
Training. Schools for Sunday
School workers is gaining wide
and favorable reaction throughout the state of Arkansas. Many
associations already have the
groups arranged and the course
of study selected. They" also have
the faculty enlisted and publicity
prepared. October is the suggested month to have this group
training school. However, some
of our associations have been
unable to get it on the calendar
for October and are planning the
schools for the early part of Noyember.
One example of such a school
is to be found in Pulaski County
association. Frank Shamburger is
Associational superintendent, and
chairman of this group. Pulaski
County has been divided into sixteen groups. Each group has
from four to seven churches that
are invited to participate in the
training classes. The pastors are
being · enlisted to serve on the
faculty. Books on administration
are being generally used. This
will give an opportunity to each
one of the 69 churche~:> in the
association to have a part in this
simultaneous effort.
The victory in training in October will get the year's program
off to a great start. We are expecting great results.

Associational Training School
.G reene County Association

Associate State Sunday School
superintendent, George H. Hink,
conducted an associational training school for the Green County
Big Creek Associational
Association, September 24-28. The
training school was held in East
Hymn Sing
Side Church, Parag,ould,
Jeff
Big Creek Association held its Rousseau, pastor.
regular Hymn Sing Sunday af"Building a Standard Sunday
ternoon, September 30, at Gum School,". by Arthur Flake, was
Spring Church. There were 102 taught. Six churches participated
people attending representing five in the school: East Side, Parachurches, three choir directors, gould; Friendship; Newhope, First,
three organists, one preacher, Paragould; Stanford, and Shady
two sunday School superintend·
ents, and one Training Union di- Grove.
Total attendance reached 74
rector. Mr. Elmer Kelton was in
and 38 awards were given. A
charge of the program.
· cradle roll and extension departThe Association completed two ment were organized and staffed
years of successful Fifth Sun- for East Side Church·. day afternoon HYmn Sings. They
.:..-- ---<000>----have been very interesting and
You can't carve rotten wood.
helpful to all who attended.

B. S. U. Convention
Officers for the coming year
are as follows: president, Tommy Parnell, Ouachita College;
first vice president, Boyd Mills,
University of Arkansas; second
vice president, Max Gregory, Arkansas State College; third vice
president, Johnny Hagan, Ouachita; secretary, Gail Ort on, Arkansas Baptist Hospital; treasurer,
Don Valentine, Arkansas Tech;
promotional chairman, Cecil RoThe progTam was under direc- land, University of Arkansas;
tion of Dr. Dale Cowling, State music chairman, · Jane Bassett,
B. S . U. Secretary. The program Arkansas Tech; publicity chairopened Friday night with a ban- man, Doris Presson, Arkansas
quet at Second Church, Little B;1ptist Hospital ; editor, Ken LilRock, with the nurses at the ly, University ; Y. W. A . repreBaptist Hospital, Little Rock, act- sentative, Anita Taylor, Baptist
ing as hostesses. Skits were feaHospital; Training Union repretured from all the colleges rep- sentative, Betty Brown, State
resented. The program was cli- Teacher's College; Sunday School
maxed by inspirational message representative, Bobby A 11 en,
by Dr. Denny. Following the Southern Baptist College; Misbanquet the students went in sions and extension, M a r t h a
cars and buses to Ferncliff for Moreland, Ouachita; Brotherthe · remainder of the weekend . hood, Milton May, University ;
program.
faculty advisor, Theodore GarriSaturday morning reports of son, Arkansas Tech; pastor adB. S . U. work ip. the various visor, W. E. Speed, First Church,
schools were received. Informal Russellville.
discussions in the afternoon were
The closing session of the conled by . Dr. McGorman for the vention was held Sunday mornmen, and Dr. Denny for the ing . Following the service of song
women. Saturday night the Oua- and personal testimonies, the
chita Choir rendered a short con- closing message was delivered by
cert of sacred music.
Dr. McGorman.

Tbe theme for the B. S. U.
convention held at Ferncliff, September 28-30, was "Christ for the
Crisis." Visiting speakers included Mr. Boh Denny, Associate
Southwide Student Secretary; Dr.
Jack McGorman, professor of
New Testament at Southwestern
Seminary; and lli. David Moore,
pastor of First Church, Arkadelphia.

Pulaski County Hymn Sing

ning, March 14, 1952. The following music is to be used:
"Let All Things Now Living"Welsh Melody
"The Beatitudes"-H. R. Evans
"Let Thy Holy Presence Come
Upon Us"-Teschnikoff
"Hallelujah Chorus" <Messiah)
-Handel

The Quarterly Hymn Sing was
held Sunday afternoon, September 30, at First Church, Little
Rock. More than 200 people were
in attendance representing 25
churches. M. 0. Kelley presided,
led the opening group of songs,
and . outlined a program of work
for the new church year. He Reported Your. Bible School
then presented Mrs. Joe F. SimVacation Bible schools that
mons; who directed the further were held last summer are still
activities. Congregational singing · being reported. According to our
was enjoyed by the group with reports up to September 17, 306
Mrs. Wilbur H. Beck at the or- of these reports have been regan. Responsive Scripture read- ceived. We feel that we have
ing preceded the singing of heard from approximately 60 per
"Heavenly Light"
(Wilhousky), cent of the Vacation Bible schools,
by the First Church choir, under and that there are yet 40 per
the direction of John Walker, cent, or approximately 200 that
and "In the . Night Christ Came have not been reported.
Walking" by the Second Church
Please check and see if your
choir, directed by George H. Mil- school has been reported. Keep
ler.
the reports coming. Address Dr.
The second half of the pro- Edgar Williamson, 212 Baptist
gram consisted of a rehearsal by Building, Little Rock.
the combined group of choirs
from all of the churches in preparation
for the Thanksgiving
music which is to be sung for
the Arkansas Baptist State Convention on the evening . of Wednesday, November 21, at First
Church. Two special rehearsals
Priced for the
for this service will be held on

Church Pews &
Pulpit Furniture

November 12 and 19 at First
Church at 7 :30 p. m.
Annmmcement was made by
the Stat e Music Director that
the Baptist Choral Club of Greater Little Rock would sing for
the state Training Union Convention in the Robinson Memorial Auditorium, on Friday e.ve-

..-...
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Separation of Church and State Brought
Political-Social Liberty to Chile
By

effort to educate the people, he
continued. The First Baptist
Church, Temuco, Chile, where Dr.
Moore was pastor 16 years, held
classes for three years.
"There are not enough teachers," he explained. "The educationa! system lacks idealism and
:there is not the same incentive
for teachiJ:ig as there is in the
States."
Dr. Moore said the country is
politically mature and that thE!!
last three national elections have
been fair and democratic. Al:though there are communists in
the country, he said the system
has been outlawed and that they
have gone underground. This has
:resulted in decreased strength.
"Chile has a robust regard for
li:Lw," he explained.
Dr. Moore reported that the
Baptist Convention of Chile has
5,200 members, 55 churches, 23
missionaries, and 18 ordained nationa! pastors.
Dr. Moore serves as manager
of the five Baptist book stores in:
Chile and manager of publications for the convention. Mrs.
Moore is editor of the Woman's
Missionary Union literature.
They have six children, all born
in Chile. The two oldest daughters are married and living in
Chile. The other four children are
in the States.
Dr. and Mrs. Moore may be
addressed at 2914 Central Avenue,
Tampa, Florida.

White River Associational
Hymn Sing
White River Association held
its regular Hymn Sing Sunday
afternoon, S e p t e m b e r 30, at
Whiteville Church. There were
147 people present representing
11 churches.
The next Hymn Sing will be
held in the Flippin Church, December 30, with Seth Lonon as
the director.

There are twin brothers, who
soun'd exactly alike and resemble each other so closely in appearance that they often be mistaken one for the other by the
careless and unobserving. Yet
how vastly different is their
functions in life!
Raise works to build up, construct, and has · many other nice
synonomous duties, while his
ruthless twin, Raze, tears down,
destroys, and demolishes.
As an illustration of the importance little things play in the
scheme of existence: Their only
difference can be found in three
small letters of the alphabet; i, s,
and z.
It is the difference between
happiness and despair; life and
death; heaven and hell!

I Don't Drink!
"Everybody's doing it? No, not
yet.
Because I'm somebody, don't
forget.
Anybody with courage to stop and
think
Is certainly somebody; I don't
drink.
Many a someqody who didn't
think
Became a nobody because of
drink.
Anyone can follow what crowds
do-

rm trying to be a somebodyHow about you?"
-So1tth Side Bulletin.
---0001--If we're not hopeless, the situ-

ation isn't either.

Department of

lONE GRAY

Complete separation of church
and state has brought a climate
of political and social freedom in
Chili, Dr. Robert Cecil Moore,
Southern Baptist missionary to
the country, told the Foreign Missian Board headquarters staff on
a visit to Richmond, Virginia. Dr.
and Mrs. Moore have been missionaries to Chile since 1919.
This freedom of religion came
to Chile in 1925 following a bloodless revolution and the rewriting of the constitution. Evangeli~
cals are free to hold street services, to broadcast over the radio,
to establish schools, and to publish literature as they choose.
"Our mission forces try to co~
operate in every possible .way in
social and educational advance,"
Dr. Moore said. He told of serving with a Roman Catholic bishop
on a committee to study the question of alcholism at the request
of the governor of the Province
of Cautio.
Though all the countries o(
south America are progressing,
Dr. Moore · said Chile has made
as much or more progress than
the others. Quoting from an auth-,
oritative source, he said that illiteracy has decreased from 50
per cent to 18 per cent s!nce 1920,
when a compulsory education law
was passed.
Night schools are held for adults.
some of the farm owners have:
small schools for adults. Evange...
licals co-operate fully in this:·

BAPTIST

MISSIONS

C. W. Caldwell, Superintendent

Simultaneous Crusade Dates For 1952
planning the church and associational activities for 1952,
please keep in mind the dates for
the sectional simultaneous evangelistic crusade. The dates are listed below:
In

North ·East Arkansas, March
South East. Arkansas, April
North West Arkansas, April
South West Arkansas, April

9-23
6-13
6-13
13-27

Evangelistic Organization
A permanent evangelistic organization should be maintained in
each association. An associational
chairman and organizer should be
elected in the annual meeting of
the association.

Church Evangelistic Council
It is not giving too much em-

meet regularly with the pastor to
carry through with the plans.

Goals for 1952
Arkansas Baptists have not been
accustomed to setting goals of
definite number for baptism. It
may be a good idea to do so. The
association may want to project
real evangelistic programs with
definite goals to be won. Then the
churches may desire to set up definite goals they expect to win.
But, whether definite numbers are
set or not, certainly, the objectives
for the state, associations, and
churches, should be to win more
people to Christ in 1952 than ever
before.
·

Evangelistic Conference

phasis to organization to stress
the importance of each pastor
having a council to work with him
in planning and promoting evan~
gelism in the church and community. The heads of the various
church organizations should compose the council. The evangelistic
plans for the entire year should
be outlined. The council should

The State Wide Evangelistic
Conference will be held w!th the
Baring Cross Church in North
Little Rock, January 14-16. Among
the speakers will be: Dr. J. D.
Grey, New Orleans; Dr. C. E.
Matthews, Dallas; Dr. Joe Burton,
Nashville, and Mr. Howard Butt,
Jr., Corpus Christi.

Raise or Raze?

What Is a Church?

By EvA EvERETT

A church is just what its members are, nothing more, nothing
less. A church cannot rise above
its people. If it would be a better
church in character, in attendance, in the things that moneY
can buy, then its people must be
better in character, in attendance, and in Christian giving.
The members of a church can
make their church what they
would like to see it be. They can
do this by measuring up to these
aims themselves. Any . criticism
of our church also is a criticism
of ourselves. Yes, we are our
church. It is what we are. Let's
make our church the most wonderful church on earth.

America spends six times as
much for liquor as for religion.
A state governor in Mexico
confiscated property belonging to
a Baptist church and sold it to
a bus company for a terminal.
Federal authorities, ruling the action illegal, have ordered the
governor to return the property.

tit/I
CAFETERIA

qQUALITI FOOD

5,000 ~~n~~1':: WANTED

to sell Bibles, Testaments, good bookS,
handsome Scripture mottoes, Scripture calendars1 greeting cards. Good commission.
Send ror free catalog and price-list.
George W. Nollie, The Christian Co.
Dept. D, Pontiac Bldg., Chieago, 5, 111.
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Tentative Program
Arkansas Baptist .State Convention
Little Rock, November 20-22, 1951
President-T. H. Jordan
Song Leader-W. E. Ward
First Day
Development of Baptist Work

10:00
10:00
10: 15
10:20
10:30
10:40
11:05
11:15
11:20
12:00

Call to Order
Worship-J. I. Cossey
Enrolment
Welcome--C. H. Moses
Response--Walter Hill
President's Address
Introduction of New Pastors and Visitors
Announcements
Sermon- Lloyd A. Sparkman; Alternate, J . T. Elliff
Recess

1:30
1:45
2:00
2:25
2:50
2:55
3:25
3:45
4:10
4:50

Worship-W. M. Pratt
Miscellaneous
Arkansas Baptist--D. B. Westmoreland, B. H. Duncan
Retirement Plans-John Dodge
Song- Prayer
Religious Education-Othar Smith, Edgar Williamson
w. M. U.-Mrs. F . E. Goodbar, Miss Nancy Cooper
Hospitals-Russell H. Clubb
Sermon- K . 0. White
Recess

7:00
7:15
7:45
8:00
8:30
9:30

Worship-Hugh Cantrell
Brotherhood- Raymond Lindsey, Nelson Tull
Christian and Ministerial Education-Stanley Jordan
S. B. C.-Charles E. Lawrence, H. E. Williams
0. B. C.- W. 0. Vaught Jr., Dean H. A. Haswell
Recess

First Day-Afternoon

First Day-Evening

Second Day-Missions
9:00
9:15
9:25
9:40.
10:00
10:20
10:40
11:30
11:35
11:45
12:20

Worship-H. L. Lipford
Reading Journal
Announcements-Miscellaneous
Organize
Executive Board Report--B. L. Bridges
State Budget for 1952-James Harris
Cooperative Program
Song
Report on Home Missions-Jesse Reed
Sermon on Missions-J. B. Lawrence
Adjourn

S~range Defense in Dixon Ruling
By LEWIS A. MYERS
In this particular column we are discussing but one angle of the
Dixon ruling recently given by the Supreme Court of the state. This
nationally known case carries great importance in the religious life
of the people of the Southwest. Here centuries of Catholic -predominance has resulted in open violation of constitutional guarantees,
and religious minorities have been cowed, brow-beaten, stoned, threatened, their property confiscated, expelled from their own premises,
denied equal rights, and suffered almost everything short of death
even up to the time of the institution of the Dixon suit three years
ago.
It is therefore more than passively strange that the Supreme
Court should have pressed into its ruling a personal defense of the
authorities of the Catholic diocese. We quote the · ruling as it was
given by the Associated Press.
.. It is apparem that it is the archbishop to whom the people
of New Mexico are indebted for the cessation of sectarian religious
training in public schools where members of Roman Catholic orders
taught, and not the public officials charged with such duty."
Such a statement is, it appears, wholly unwarranted and entirely untrue to the facts in the practice of the Archbishop. As stated
above the Catholic leadership in the Southwest, particularly in New
Mexico, never let up in the persecution of non-Catholic elements, and
it has only been at the instance of the courts that relief has been
gained by the minorities and this in the most recent years.
Of course the reference is to· the fact that the Archbishop ruled
that no religiously garbed teachers, meaning those within the Catholic order, would be allowed to teach in the public schools for the .
current session, but mind you, this ruling came after the District
Court had handed down a decision against a series of long practiced, flagrant violations of Religious Liberty and after an appeal
had already been taken to the Supreme Court. To attempt to steal
the show at this juncture is a mighty poor act, and for the High
Court to be a party to such an explanation does not beget the faith
that traditionally adheres to men of eminence, elected to this high
office.
On all the rulings we have little cause to object, but the extraneous opinions, the matter mentioned above and the question
of total separation of church and state, we feel are not in keeping
with the court's impartiality and dignity.
- Baptist New Mexican.

Judges Inject

HI!

Are you
Going to help us
kids again with
your Gifts of

Second Day-Afternoon.
1:30
1:45
2:15
2:40
3:00
3:10
3:20
3:30
3:45
3:50
4:30

Worship- Dale McCoy
Orphanage- W. E. Perry, H. C. Seefeldt
Stewardship-J. W. Buckner
Nominating Committee- E. E. Griever
American Bible Society- T. T. Holloway
Honor Club- E. P . J. Garrott
Radio Commission-Dr. S. F. Lowe
Song
Report on Foreign Missions-Walter Johnson
Sermon: Missions-W. R. White
Recess

7:00
7:15
7:30
7:50
7:55
8:10
9:00

Worship-W. A. Moody
Obituaries-Thee T. James
Chaplains-A. Carpenter
Song- Prayer
Central College Liquidating Agency-W. H. Hicks
State Missions- Percy Herring
Adjourn

(1)

ONE DAY'S PAY
(2)

$1 PER MEMBER
as reported to the
Association
(3)

SET A GOAL FOR
YOUR
ASSOCIATION
For the
ANNUAL

Second Day-Evening

Third Day
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:40
9:55
10:00
10:20
10:50

Worship-F. E. Goodbar
Reading Journal
Resolutions-David 0. Moore
Baptist Foundation-C. z. Holland
Braille Evangel
Seminaries-Rei Gray
Address
Social Service, Prohibition, Christian Home Life-W. W. Grafton
11:15 Song
11:20 Sermon- J . Harold Smith
12:00 Adjourn

THANKSGIVING OFFERING?
Thank You! We Were Sure You'd Help

Bottoms Baptist Orphanage
Mont icello, Ark.

Harold C. Seefeldt, Supt.

ARKANSAS BAPTIST

Figures To Inspire

The time of year when daylight begins to fade is also the time when
school work starts .•• and youngsters need perfect lighting more
than ever. It is fortunate that the remedy is so easy and inexpensive
... with the right size bulbs, the correct study lamps.

You see, when lighting is improved, eye strain is reduced. Studying
becomes easier and home work is done in shorter time. In fact, the
difference between a good student and a poor one may He m the
lamp on the study table!
Buy Appliances From -Your Local Dealer

September 30, 1951
S.S.
Fort Smith, First
1367
Including ~Iisslon
1665
Little Rock, Immanuel
1375
Including Missions
1628
Ell Dorado, First
1042
Including Mission
U 27
Little .Rock, First
1009
Little Rock, Second
866
Fayetteville, First
711
El Dorado, Immanuel
666
Including Mission
708
Camden, First
636
Including Mission
931
El Dorado, Second
594
Texarkana, Beech St.
592
Benton, First
588
Including Mission
662
Hot Springs, Park Pl.
556
Magnolia, Central
547
Including Mission
609
Fort Smith, Grand Ave. 543
Paragould, First
530
Including ~sslons
696
Crossett, First
522
McGehee, First
522
Including Mission
649
Fordyce, First
502
Little Rock, Tabernacle
493
Warren, First
492
Ho:oe. First
482
Little Rock, Gaines S t .
479
Forrest C1 ty, First
478
Malvern, First
477
Little Rock, So . Highland 545
Springdale, First
451
Including Mission
560
Siloam Sp rings, First
449
El Dorado, West Side
437
Cuilendale,First
431
Fo~t
Smith, Calvary
409
Conway, First
403
Texarkana, Calvary
387
Searcy, First
373
Jonesboro, Walnut St.
367
Rogers, First
359
Including Mission
419
Fort Smith, South Side 343
Hamburg, First
337.
Monticello, First
335
Norphlet; First
308
Mena, First
303
Wilson, First
301
No. Little Rock, Park H111 297
Bentonv'llle, First
295
Pine Bluff, Second
276
Fort Smith, Temple
274
Wynee
273
No. Little Rock, First
262
Fort Smith, Trinity
252
Gentry, First
244
Jacksonville, First
241
Including Missions
286
No. Little Rock, 47th St. 238
DeQueen, First
237
Hot Springs, Piney
225
Alma, First
225
Levy
222
Little .Rock, Calvary
219
Eudora, First
217
Gurdon, Beech St.
213
Batesv1lle, First
212
No. Little Rock, Pike Ave. 207
Star City, First
205
Augusta., First
185
Including Mission
210
Hot Springs,
Harvey's Chapel
175
Sweet Home, Pine Grove 158
No Little Rock, Friendship 156
Springdale, Caudle Ave
152
Amity
151
Pine Bluff, Bethel
149
Nettleton, First
148
Rose City, Calvary
138
Warren, Immanuel
130
El Dorado, Galllee
• 122
Curtis
113
Little Rock, West Side
96
Rt. Jacksonville,
Davis Chapel
92
Scott, Toltec
87
Little Rock, Capitol mll 86
Little Rock, Bethel
78
No. Little Rock, Grace
69
Little Rock, Markham St. 51
No. Little Rock, Cedar Hts. 45

T.U.
849
953
428
594
255
297
406
109
249
295 .
344
169
285
269
274
1;!0
178
181
206
216
189
239
340
272
199

Ad.
13
12
14
12
3
13
4
5
5
2
2

7
6
2

7
1

205
201
127
108

269

193
152
200
250

3
2

292
179

4
3

171

2

209
177
143
125
88
154

1
7
2

120
121
117
205
95
121
67
57
119
195
79
94
80
166
116

7
3

12"5
66
161

.5
4
2

1
2
2

90

107
71

46
119
92
92
65
75

4
2
6

106
102
130
131
96
79
108
78
101
87
8:7
53
80
66

48

5

42
40
27
47

4

4
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HELPING

BUILD

ARKANSAS

When one considers the perils
that m~ace us, he does not have
to travel far to find their source.
We have lost the discipline of the
ruling convictions of conscienc~
that kept the feet of our fathers\
on the rock that could not be
moved.- Norman W. Cox.
- - -0001--

-

A blind boy was once asked
the meaning of forgiveness. After
thinking a few minutes, he replied: "It is the odor which the
trampled flower gives out to
bless the foot that crushes it."

PAGE F'lnE:EN
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familY into four groups with children got into trouble, then
Rachel and Joseph in the rear. in fear and remorse he moved
But Jacob went over Ford Jab- on toward Beth-el the place he
By MRs. HoMER D. MYERS
bok and prayed all night. It was first met God. And there he built
on that night that he wrestled an altar. Through Jacob's experiLesson based on "Intemational Sunwith a messenger of God till light ence, the name of Beth-el has
Sunday
School
Lesson
for
day School Lessons; the International
was breaking in the East, and become synonymous with the
Bible Lessons for Christian Teaching,"
refused to let him go till he had place of one's salvation. All of
October 14, 1951
copyrighted 1951 by the Division of
given Jacob a blessing. There his us need to go back to Beth-el
ristian Education, National Counname was changed to Israel, "a occasionally, in our minds if we
Genesis
28:1-22
. of the Churches af Christ in the
cannot in person, and review and
prince with God."
• . s. A.
What a pleasant surprise was renew our vows to God, who lovOne of the most interesting thrust out into the world was, no his next day when he met Esau ed us and saved us.
He Who Promised
things about the inspired scrip- doubt, for his own good. He nev- and found his brother to be a
tures is the way it describes the er became personally acquainted gracious host. He implored Jacob Is Faithful
As we review the seven promfaults and frailties of its favor- with God till he left the protect- to come on home and live by
ite characters. The failures of ing care of his rich parents. him. They would even travel to- ises the Lord made to Jacob, we
God's chosen men are revealed to When he found himself alone in gether. Jacob made many excus- know from a close study of his
us throughout sacred history. The the darkness of night, and in the . es and finally succeeded in get- life that God kept those promstudy of Jacob's life is most un- loneliness of the mountains, he ting rid of his brother who seem- ises. Not because Jacob was worusual. We see him first as the found God and there he was ed entirelY too friendly. He would thy, he was a very imperfect perpampered child of Rebekah. For willing to listen to what the Lord be right on directly. But as soon son. God knew Jacob's weaknessmany years following he appears had to say. Many another youth as Esau was out of sight, Jacob es and limitations before He
to us as a schemer, a shrewd has not known God, nor was turned in the opposite direction chose him, but he was chosen
bargainer. His very name meant willing to hear God. nor ready and traveled as hard as he could for a place of service because he
was one whom God could use.
supplanter, or trickster, and how to make a vow to God, till he to get away from Esau.
Jacob had known two out- Neither does the Lord choose
well he lived up to it, as we found himself alone in the world
standing experiences with God. servants today upon their merits,
see him tricking his brother out or in serious trouble.
of his birthright and his father
The Lord did. not turn young but he never reached the state or necessarily because of great
out of the parental blessing.
Jacob around and return him of sinless perfection. He could abilities. More humble people are
But a more pathetic picture to his life of ease; but He prom- still falsify to his brother; he chosen for service because they
could not trust Esau. After are willing to give their all upon
lends itself to us as we see him ised to go with Jacob wherever still
fleeing for his life, a fugitive he went and to bring him safe- this experience he settled under the altar. The person of great
shadow of Schechem, a wickability is of no use to God unless
from his brother's wrath. Night ly home again. Where Jacob was the
ed
city,
and stayed there till his that person is consecrated to God.
going,
he
needed
God.
In
time
overtook him and he was obliged
to build himself a bed of stones he found his Uncle Laban, where
or to recline upon the ground he sought refuge, to be quite as
with whatever insects or reptiles shrewd as himself. Remember
how Laban forced Jacob to marry
that might come his way.
Jacob had been taught "about" both his daughters, and schemed
God, but as he slept upon his Jacob out of 14 years of labor.
ony bed he had a personal ex- He changed Jacob's salary ten
rience with Him. God introduc- times in twenty years. In spite
<i Himself to Jacob and gave of that God kept His promise
him some great and precious and blessed Jacob till he was a
rich man.
promises.
God uses circumstances fre1.
"The
land
whereon
thou
'
liest, to thee will I give it, and quently to direct the course of
life for His servants, and so it
to thy seed;"
2. "Thy descendants shall be was with Jacob. It was circumas the dust of the earth" (in- stances that drove him away
from home, but it was also cirnumerable).
cumstances that drove him home
3'. "In thee and thy seed shall
all the families of the earth be again. When he grew tired of
Laban's fickleness he decided to
blessed."
go home. There was just one
4. "Behold I am with thee,
$3.15
A CALENDAR OF PARTIES
thing to mar the prospect of a
whithersoever thou goest."
Jac:lc B. and lditb Fellow•
happy
homecoming-Jacob
won5. "And will keep thee."
dered how Esau felt about him
Complete plans for 52 parties of special appeal to young people and young
6. "And will bring thee again
after twenty years!
adults. Clever in theme--the game suggestions ore ingenius-thoroughJy
into this land . . ."
The
journey
was
begun,
and
appropriate for fun-loving church groups.
7. "I will not leave thee until
Jacob sent messengers
I have done that which I have presently
In twelve ports, one for each month, wl.th four or five parties for each
to Esau to tell him his brother
spoken to thee of."
month. Line drawings for poster and Invitation suggestions for every party• .
was coming home, but he had
We recognize at once that Ood
Invitations--decorations-reception of guests-games-refreshments-well in Haran and was now
is renewing the Abrahamic cov- adone
suggestions for all these for every party mol<. thla Cll'l Invaluable old for the
man of means, and he hoped
party planner.
enant with Abraham's grandson. to find grace in his brother's
That the Hebrew nation which
He evidently wanted Esau
was begun in Abraham would be sight.
$2.00
DON'T DISAPPOINT GOD
perpetuated through Jacob's chil- to ·know that he was not coming
home to claim the family inherR. L. .MJddleto11
dren, rather than Esau.
itance. The messengers returned
A positive, provocative presentation of the Ideals of Christian living. In
to inform Jacob that -his brothGrace, Not Ease
his intriguing, strai9hforward manner, the author emphasizes Christian
er
was
coming
to
meet
himDevelops Character
service, life purpose, shoring, prayer, Bible study, Christian witnessing, and
with 400 men! A good sized
other themes of deep spiritual value. Because of its variety of subject
We hate to think of our chil- army.
matter and wealth of illustrative material, this book can serve profitably as
dren being thrown out into the
source material for worship programs and talks before youth groups.
to endure the hardships, Jacob Claims a Promise
Jacob lost no time getting to
to face the temptations of
ORDER FROM YOUR
life, but that has been the mak- his knees and reminding God of
His
promises
to
protect
him,
and
ing of · many people. We parents
are too prone to protect our chil- to bring him home again, and
dren from the hardships and ex- to make his descendants innumperiences in life that tend to de- erable <Genesis 32). Then Jacob
Little Rock, Ark.
303 W. Capitol Ave.
velop them into sturdy charac- prepared, a gift for Esau, several
ters; that enables them to stand hundred head of sheep, goats,
on their own feet. Jacob's depart- camels, and oxen. Those he seni
ure from indulgent parents, his on ahead while he divided bis

Receiving God's Promises

Don't overlook these two

·I

Broadman Books of Meri

BAPTIST BOOK STORE

~xecutiiell~~~,.tf-

*

STATE CONVENTI.O N

*

B. L. Bridges, General Secretary, 200 Baptist Building, Little Rock, Ark.

What They Are Saying
Pastor Johnson, Calvary Church, Bates·fille says: "We have already adopted 'Ol.ll'
new budget and it calls for $176 more than
you· prayed for our chtu'Ch to give for missions in 1952." We cannot can the name of
this pastor because we are not authmized to
do so, but we will tell you who it is if you
need to know. Call us if you need to know.
He writes as foliows: "The amount ear-marked for the Cooperative Program for the ensuing year is $12.50 per week. This is an
increase of $2.50 per week over the amount
in the budget for this present year. That will
mean the church will give. $650 instead of
$520 then I will lead the chmch next fall to
give an extra amount, $350 which will be
the $1,000 you asked for."
"As pastor I am having to raise $5,830.00
by November 15 to pay off a note at the bank
that my predecessor left behind him. Then
we have to face the fact that he had reduced
the· amount in the budget to almost half for
the Cooperative Program, and that the Arkansas Baptist was taken out of the budget,
and the retirement was discontinued,- my
what some pastors do in leading a church.
It makes it so hard for the man that follows
them."

Worthy Objectives
Someone said "Bite off more than you
can chew and then chew it; map out more
than you can do and then do it; hitch your
wagon to a star and there you are." A
worthy objective and a far-flung goal are
inspirations to peeple who want to undertake great things for God and who expect
great things from God. Moderator E. W.
Taylor of Stone-Van Bl.ll·en-Searcy Association responded and said the association had
voted the following objectives: Baptisms, 150;
total additions, 250; group study courses to
reach every church; two revivals in every
chmch; every church giving throughout the
Cooperative Progam; 100 new or renewal subscriptions to the Arkansas Baptist; 100 new
tithers; every church reporting a baptism.

J. H. Hughes Goes to Heaven
J. H. Hughes of Paragould passed to his
heavenly reward and was buried September
16. Dr. H. E. Williams, pastor of the Walcott
Church, conducted the funeral at the Walcott
Church, and burial was in Center Hill cemetery near Paragould. Brother Hughes has
been a Baptist leader in Northeast Arkansas
for about 25 years. He was pastor, first and
last, of many rural churches in Greene and
Clay counties. A few years ago he retired
from the active pastorate. Brother Hughes
was not only one of the best men that the
Lord had, but he was a solid preacher of the
Gospel and a dependable leader in the work
of the churches. He had been moderator of
his associat:on and many people looked to
. him for counsel and advice.
- - - - <000' - - - -

Need a stimulant? Try sun, wind, weather.
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You Can Build and Missionize
At the Same Time
Occasionally some pastor tens us that they
cannot increase the mission offe1ing because
they are building. Brethren, we believe you
will find that you are wrong about it. In the
first place it isn't right · for Chlist's great
world mission cause to suffer in order to build
at home. In the second place God puts His
blessings upon a church that emphasizes
missions. In the third place more churches
find it easier to build and to can-y on the
home work when they give a liberal and an
increased support to missions than they do
otherwise. Not only does the Lord apnrove of
it; but thinking men believe that the Lord
will signally honor a church that believes
in missions and that honors the Lord's mis-·
sion cause by a liberal contribution for
missions. Even men in the secular worl'd believe that. One of the largest loans that we
know of that has been granted to a church
for building purposes was granted on the
strength of the large amount of money that
this church is giving to missions. It was reported to the First Baotist Church in Vttle
Rock, that a loan of $200,000 would be granted to be used in erecting an educational
building, and that one deciding factor in that
minds of the lending agency was the fact
that the First Baptist Church, for sometime,
had been giving $30,000 per year for the .
Coooerative Mission Program. This $30,000
represents approximately. sometimes more,
sometimes less, than one-third of its total
budget: Men in the secular world believe that
the church ought to take missions seriously
and give accordingly. What a testimony!
This loan totaled two-thirds of the cost of the
building, and that percentage is unusual.
Bretru·en, do not say that you cannot increase your mission contributions because
you are in a building program. There are
buildings to be erected in the Foreign Mission fields and in the Home Mission fields
and in the State Mission work. Please, please
make some kind of an increase in your mis sion contributions.

Dr. Dillard Prays With Us
And for Us
"And I am offering another prayer t hat is:
That the Lord and the brethren in Arkansas
will hear and answer those three pravers of
their great good secretary thereby encouraging his heart and advancing the cause of
the dear Master and Savior of us all."
]. E. Dillard

Secretary Emeritu.s
Executive Committee
Southern Baptist Convention

Dr. Sawyer Is On the Radio

Pulaski Heights, Little Rock,
Dedicates
On page eight of the Arkansas
September 27, you saw a ·Picture of
Pulaski Heights Chl.U'ch located. in
Heights, Little Rock. In a recent issue of the
paper you also saw a pictl.ll·e of Pastor Hicks.
The church, under the leadership of Pastor
Hicks, has made note worthy progress during
the last five years. Pastor Hicks is in his tenth
year with the church and there has been
steady progress all the way through. Now all
of this is climaxed by the completion and
dedication of one of the finest and best church
buildings that we know about. The auditorium
'is spacious and beuatiful. It is large enough to
accommodate the increasing crowds that attend the services. It is one of the cleanest
and most beautiful builctin·gs that we have.
t he interior is immaculately white and all
the appointments are extremely ornate and
symetrically arranged. You sit down in th:S
beautiful auditorium and it is restful to your
soul. Pastor Hicks, his pastoral planning and
leadership, extends wisdom and prudence in
the des.:gns and appointments of the building. For a long time Pulaski Heights Church
has needed new and larger quarters, but it
always seemed rather difficult for the church
to get together in its plans and needs. They
are following the leadership of their level
:headed, gracious, religious pastor and the Lord
is giving them one victory after another. We
thank the Lord for this growing church.
--------000--------

Home-Going of Virgil Logan
By

SIDNEY OXENDINE,

Dardanelle

On September 6, Virgil Oliver Logan, pastor of Belleville Church, Russellvile Association, was stricken suddenly and died in a
Russellville hospital. Pastor Logan possessed a
keen intellect, was an excellent worker, and
is greatly missed in the associational work.
He was only 47 years of age; had been in
the ministry for 20 years.
He leaves his widow and one small son.
--------000'--------

Broadrnan Books of Merit
ANSWERED BY THE MASTER
R. C. Campbell
$1.75
This is a series of eleven sermons based
on questions that were asked of Jesus. They
are given in the order of establishing Jesus'
purpose and person, his standard for discipleship, and some directions for Christian
living.

cast. Dr. Sawyer submi.tted his resignation to

A CALENDAR OF P ARTffiS
Jack B. and Edith Fellows'
$3.15
Here are complete plans for fifty-two
parties of special appeal to young people and
young adults. Clever in theme, ingenious in
game suggestions, and thoroughly appropriate for fun-loving church group$ ,

the Immanuel Church June 17 to become
effective September 17. Dr. Sawyer is a great
preacher.

Vow, and pay unto the Lord
(Psalm 76:11).

Dr. B. B. Sawyer, formerly pastor of Immanuel Church in Fort Smith, has announced
that he will be heard daily over the radio
station KWHN at 8:30 A. M. beg:nning October 1. This is a belated announcement and
maybe you have already heard him broad-

-

- - -000------yo~

God.

